Abstract—In a dispatchable wind power plant, turbines are free to continuously vary their power production as long as the sum of their productions meets the total power demand. Previous research has shown that this freedom can be used to reduce structural loads by allowing turbines in the plant to coordinate their power. This paper explains the mechanisms that make power coordination useful for reducing structural loads on the turbine tower and the low speed shaft. In addition, it assesses the benefits of coordination at different operating points.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to accelerate investments in renewable energy, several regions around the world offer wind power plants (WPPs) feed-in tariffs in the form of guaranteed grid access and stable long term purchase agreements [1]. The effect of this extra-market treatment is that, unlike conventional generators that generate power to balance electrical load, WPPs lack an incentive to regulate their output power. Hence, additional amounts of reserve capacity need to be contracted to compensate for the inherent variability and uncertainty in the wind [2]. As the cost for these additional reserves will be higher at deeper penetration levels, it is likely that WPPs will be required to contribute more to the balancing effort in the future.

Such policies are emerging. For instance, several countries have updated their grid codes so that large WPPs are now required to respond to power requests from the system operator [3]–[5]. Moreover, in some countries, such as the United Kingdom and Spain, WPPs participate in electricity markets where they are penalized for deviations from contracted power levels [6], [7]. Also, several academic studies have investigated how WPPs can participate in electricity and ancillary markets. In [8], Kirby et al. analyze price differences between electricity and regulation markets in Texas and California during 2008 and 2009. Their results show that for a significant number of hours each year, regulation prices exceed electricity prices. This means that WPPs could benefit economically from curtailing power in order to provide grid support. In [9], the authors study optimal contract offers for a WPP participating in forward electricity markets. They show that, in order to avoid penalties on power deviations from contracted levels, the WPP often benefits from operating below maximum capacity.

Motivated by these developments, we consider a WPP, consisting of several wind turbines (WTs), scheduled to deliver a certain active power demand, which is lower than the WPP is capable of producing. This implies that there is freedom in distributing the power production among the WTs. In most work dedicated to dispatchable WPP control, this distribution is made with the sole purpose of attaining the power demand [10]–[12]. However, it is also possible to use the freedom in distributing power to improve additional aspects of WPP operation. For instance, in [13], this freedom is used to reduce active power losses in the transformers and lines inside the WPP. Another possibility, which is the topic of this paper, is to use the freedom in power distribution to reduce the structural loads experienced by the WTs. Instead of each WT following a fixed portion of the power demand, it can be allowed to continuously adjust its power production in response to local wind speed fluctuations. Since wind conditions are not uniform across the WPP, changes in power production that benefits one WT can be compensated for by WTs with opposite needs.

This idea, which we shall refer to as dynamic power coordination (DPC), was introduced in [14]. There, the problem is divided into two parts. First, optimal set points are computed offline for each WT using a receding horizon strategy. Then, the WTs are coordinated on-line to meet the total power demand. DPC subject to communication constraints was studied in [15] and [16]. Similar work was also presented in [17]. There, the problem is studied in a feedforward setting where only the wind speed is communicated between neighboring WTs.

The results in references [14]–[17], show that compared to situations where each WT follows a fixed portion of the power demand, DPC can result in a significant reduction in structural loads to both the tower and low speed shaft of the WTs. However, these references do not explain the mechanisms behind these load reductions. Moreover, they assume that the WTs are equipped with a pre-designed internal controller. The presence of internal controllers simplifies the coordination problem by reducing it to coordination of the power references. On the other hand, by limiting direct access to the pitch angle and the generator torque, the internal controller reduces the ability of the WT to respond to wind speed fluctuations. Hence, it limits the potential in coordinating the WTs.

In this paper, we study the benefits of DPC among WTs without an internal controller. While previous research was concerned with designing algorithms to carry out the coordination, we explain the mechanisms that makes DPC useful in terms of load reduction, and assess its benefits at different operating points. The remainder of this paper is
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organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the WT model and explain the control objectives. In Section III, we study the benefits of allowing a WT to adjust its power production. DPC is studied in Section IV, and concluding remarks are presented in Section V.

II. MODELING

A. Wind turbine model

We adopt a model of the NREL 5 MW variable speed, collective pitch controlled WT based on [18]. The WT was introduced in [19] where it is described in detail. Note that parameter values that are not provided below can be found in [20]. A schematic overview of the WT is given in Figure 1. The aero-dynamics block describes the interaction with the wind,

\[ m_r \delta = \frac{\rho}{\pi R^2} C_p(\lambda, \beta) v_r^3 \]

\[ f_t = \frac{\rho}{2} \pi R^2 C_t(\lambda, \beta) v_r^2 \]

where \( m_r \) is the rotor torque, \( \omega_r \) is the rotor speed, \( f_t \) is the thrust force, and \( v_r \) is the wind speed experienced by the rotor. The latter is given by \( v_r = v - \delta \), where \( v \) is the ambient wind speed and \( \delta \) is the fore-aft displacement of the WT nacelle. The functions \( C_p \) and \( C_t \) are the power and thrust coefficient of the WT, respectively. They are static functions of the pitch angle, \( \beta \), and the tip speed ratio, \( \lambda = \frac{R \omega_r}{v} \).

The drive train connects the rotor and generator shafts via a gear box with a gear ratio of \( n_g \). It is modeled as a third order system

\[ J_r \omega_r = m_r - m_{sh} \]

\[ J_g \dot{\omega}_g = \frac{m_{sh}}{n_g} - m_g \]

\[ \dot{\theta} = \omega_r - \frac{\omega_a}{n_g} \]

where \( \omega_g \) is the generator speed, \( \theta \) is the torsion of the low speed shaft and \( m_{sh} \) is the restoring shaft torque:

\[ m_{sh} = b_s \dot{\theta} + k_s \theta \]

The tower block describes the fore-aft displacement of the nacelle, which is modeled as a spring mass system excited by the thrust force:

\[ m_t \ddot{\delta} = f_t - f_{tow}, \quad f_{tow} = b_t \dot{\delta} + k_t \delta \]

where \( m_t, b_t \), and \( k_t \) are mass, damping and stiffness parameters, respectively, and \( f_{tow} \) is the restoring tower bending force. The tower has a resonance frequency of \( \omega_{tow} = 2 \) rad/s.

The pitch actuator is modeled as a first order system \( \dot{\beta} = \frac{1}{\Theta}(\beta_{ref} - \beta) \) where \( \beta_{ref} \) is the pitch angle reference.

B. Generalized control plant

To facilitate analysis, we consider operation around an operating point, where the WT model can be approximated by an LTI plant. The operating point is determined by the mean wind speed, \( v_{nom} \), and an external demand on power production, \( p_{nom} \). The choice of operating point will be explained in Section III. Unless otherwise stated, all signals will henceforth describe the deviation from their nominal value at the operating point.

For control purposes, we use the generalized plant \( P \) depicted in Figure 2. It incorporates a model of the WT, the exogenous disturbances and the regulated outputs. The inputs are the control signal \( u = [\beta_{ref} \ m_{g, ref}]^T \) and the exogenous noise \( w = [w_v \ w_e]^T \), where \( w_v \) and \( w_e \) are both Gaussian white noise processes with unit intensity and independent of each other. The process \( w_v \) generates the wind speed fluctuations according to \( v = \hat{V}_w v \), where filter \( W_v(s) = \frac{0.1065}{s + 0.0143} \) was identified from real WT data in [21]. The process \( w_e \) generates the measurement noise. We assume that we can only measure the generator speed. The measured signal is given by \( y = \omega_g + W_c w_e \). To prevent the controller from exciting unmodeled resonant modes at higher frequencies (e.g. blade bending) we set \( W_c = 0.2 \frac{1}{s + 0.07} \), where the corner frequency, \( \omega_c = \frac{\pi}{T} \), is chosen to be ten times lower than the first edgewise blade resonance frequency [19]. The regulated signals are the power, \( p \), and the vector

\[ z = [\omega_r \ m_{sh} \ f_{tow} \ \beta \ \hat{m}_g]^T \]

whose elements relate to relevant mechanical loads and limitations. The rotor speed, \( \omega_r \), should not exceed its rated value. The tower force variation, \( f_{tow} \), needs to be kept small in order to reduce fatigue damage to the tower. Similarly, to reduce fatigue damage to the gear box and low speed shaft, we penalize the shaft torque \( m_{sh} \). The signals \( \beta = W_{\beta} \beta_{ref} \) and \( \hat{m}_g = W_{m} m_{g, ref} \) are related to the pitch activity and torque activity, respectively. In order to avoid damping tower and drive train oscillations through oscillations in the pitch angle and generator torque, we set \( W_{\beta}(s) = \frac{s^2}{s^2 + 0.2 \omega_{tow} s + \omega_{tow}^2} \) and \( W_{m}(s) = \frac{s^2}{s^2 + 0.2 \omega_{sh} s + \omega_{sh}^2} \).
C. Wind power plant model

Wind speed variations at WTs in a WPP are correlated. However, studies show that they are correlated only at low frequencies, which are less important when controlling WT dynamics in the vicinity of an operating point [21]. The larger the distance between turbines, the lower the frequencies where the WTs are coupled [22]. For the sake of simplicity, when considering several WTs around their operating points, we assume that the distance between them is large enough to neglect WT coupling.

III. Benefit of allowing WT power variation

The purpose of this section is to investigate the potential for reducing fatigue loads by allowing WTs to vary their power production. To this end, we consider operation of a single WT under two different power tracking policies. Under Policy 1, the variation in power production is tightly constrained, whereas under Policy 2, this constraint is removed. Controllers for each of these policies are given by the solutions to Problems 1 – 2 stated below. To shorten notation, for a zero mean stationary process $x$, we let $\|x\|^2$ denote its variance: $\|x\|^2 = E x^2(t)$. As a measure of tower loading, we consider the standard deviation of the tower force, $\|f_{\text{tow}}\|$. Similarly, the low speed shaft load is defined as $\|m_{\text{sh}}\|$. Let $\bar{\omega}_r$, $\bar{\beta}$, $\bar{m}_g$ and $\bar{p}$ be positive scalars.

Problem 1 (Tight power tracking): Given $\eta \in [0, 1]$, find a stabilizing controller, $K_1 : y \rightarrow u$, that minimizes

$$J(m_{\text{sh}}, f_{\text{tow}}) = \eta \|m_{\text{sh}}\|^2 + (1 - \eta) \|f_{\text{tow}}\|^2$$

and satisfies

$$\|\omega_r\| \leq \bar{\omega}_r \quad \|\bar{\beta}\| \leq \bar{\beta} \quad \|\bar{m}_g\| \leq \bar{m}_g,$$

as well as

$$\|p\| \leq \bar{p}.$$  

(3)

(4)

The constraints in (3) constitute predefined limits on the amount of rotor speed variation, pitch activity, and generator torque activity. The constraint (4) limits the amount of variation in the WT’s power production.

Problem 2 (Relaxed power production): Given $\eta \in [0, 1]$, find a stabilizing controller, $K_2 : y \rightarrow u$, that minimizes (2) and satisfies (3).

Note that, as opposed to Problem 1, there is no constraint on power tracking in Problem 2.

Remark 1: Problems 1 – 2 above are constrained LQG-problems. Their solution can be found by means of Lagrangian relaxation and subsequent iteration over the dual variables. For more information, we refer to [23] and [24], where it was shown that the duality gap is zero.

In order to set reasonable values on the bounds in (3)–(4), we introduce a standard WT controller, denoted $K_0$, from [19]. Above rated wind speed, the controller keeps the WT within its mechanical and electrical limits. This is achieved by varying the pitch angle to maintain rated rotor speed and adjusting the generator torque to attain rated power. Below rated wind speed, $K_0$ tries to extract maximum power. This is done by fixing the pitch angle to the angle that corresponds to the highest power capture and using the generator torque to track optimal rotor speed.

In the next two subsections, we will compare Policy 1 and Policy 2 controllers at nominal wind speeds of 15 m/s and 9 m/s. For comparison, the performance of $K_0$ at these operating points is shown in Table I.

### A. Operation at 15 m/s

In this subsection, we consider operation around $v_{\text{nom}} = 15$ m/s. We set $p_{\text{nom}} = 4$ MW, which is 1 MW less than what the WT is capable of producing at this wind speed. To attain the power production, we set nominal rotor speed to its rated value, i.e., $\omega_r, \text{nom} = \omega_{r, \text{rated}}$. At 15 m/s, this choice of operating point is consistent with the operating points in [18], [25]–[27].

The bounds in Problem 1–2 are set to $\bar{\omega}_r = 5.4 \cdot 10^{-3}$, $\bar{\beta} = 0.19$, $\bar{m}_g = 200$ and $\bar{p} = 12 \cdot 10^3$. Note that all the bounds in (3) and (4), except the bound on the generator torque activity, are set according to the performance of $K_0$. The generator torque bound, $\bar{m}_g$, is set higher because at $p_{\text{nom}} = 4$ MW, the WT operates well below its rated torque level and can allow more variation in the generator torque.

Next, we compute the solution to Problem 1 and Problem 2 for $\eta \in [0, 1]$. Figure 3 shows the complete trade off curve for Problem 1 (solid black) and the leftmost part of the trade off curve for Problem 2 (dashed blue). Figure 3 also shows the trade off curves obtained by solving Problem 1 with different values of $\bar{p}$ (gray). As $\bar{p}$ increases, these trade off curves approach the trade off curve of Problem 2 (dashed blue). Above some level of $\bar{p}$, the leftmost part of the curves coincide with the trade off curve of Problem 2. This implies that trade offs characterized by low shaft loads (large $\eta$) can be attained with less power variation than trade offs characterized by low tower loads (small $\eta$).

In order to understand how relaxing the power tracking requirement leads to reduced tower loading, we will compare the responses of a Policy 1 controller, denoted $K_1$, and a Policy 2 controller, denoted $K_2$, to the “Mexican hat” gust illustrated in Figure 4. Both $K_1$ and $K_2$ are designed with zero weight on the shaft load (i.e., $\eta = 0$). The performance of these controllers is shown in Table I. Although they result in high shaft loads, they allow us to study an ideal response in terms of the tower load. The result is shown in Figure 5.
Under $K_{15}^{15}$, the generator torque tends to decrease whenever the rotor speed increases, thereby accelerating the rotor speed deviations. This behavior is due to the bound on power variations (4) and the algebraic relation between power, generator torque and generator speed in (1). The acceleration caused by the generator torque increases the pitch effort needed to damp rotor speed variations. This behavior is not present in $K_{2}^{15}$ which applies a decelerating torque at the expense of larger power fluctuations. This additional damping unloads the pitch actuator in terms of rotor speed damping and enables a pitch behavior which is better suited with respect to tower loading.

To further illustrate that the possibility to reduce the tower load is linked to the rotor speed constraint, we introduce the Policy 1 controller $K_{15}^{15}$ and the Policy 2 controller $K_{2}^{15}$. They are designed with $\eta = 0$, $\bar{\omega}_r = \infty$, $\bar{\beta} = 0.19$, $\bar{m}_g = 200$ and $\bar{\rho} = 12 \cdot 10^3$. The difference between these controllers and $K_{15}^{15}$ and $K_{2}^{15}$ is that the constraint on rotor speed has been removed. The performances of $K_{15}^{15}$ and $K_{2}^{15}$ is shown in Table I. The results show that if there were no need to control the rotor speed, the tower load under Policy 1 would be at level with the tower load under Policy 2. Moreover, the difference between $K_{15}^{15}$ and $K_{2}^{15}$ shows that removing the power constraint in addition to the rotor speed constraint only results in a minor additional tower load reduction.

**Remark 2:** Unlike $K_{2}^{15}$ and $K_{15}^{15}$, $K_{2}^{15}$ manages to reduce both tower and shaft loads. This will be further explained in the next subsection.

B. Operation at 9 m/s

We now consider operation around $v_{nom} = 9$ m/s and set the nominal power production to $p_{nom} = 2$ MW, which is 0.6 MW less than what the WT is capable of producing. This time the nominal power production is attained by setting the nominal rotor speed below rated rotor speed$^1$, $\omega_{r,nom} = \lambda^* \frac{v_{nom}}{R}$, where $\lambda^*$ is the tip-speed ratio that corresponds to the highest nominal power extraction.

As before, we begin by setting the bounds on the constraints (3) and (4): $\bar{\omega}_r = 115 \cdot 10^{-3}$, $\bar{\beta} = 0.19$, $\bar{m}_g = 200$ and $\bar{\rho} = 12 \cdot 10^3$. All bounds, except the bound on rotor speed variations, are equal to those used in Section III-A. The constraint on rotor speed has been relaxed compared to Section III-A because at 9 m/s the WT operates well below rated rotor speed. The bound used here is set so that the rotor speed stays below its rated value 95% of the time.

Figure 6 shows the trade off curve under Policy 1 (solid black) and Policy 2 (blue circle). Under Policy 2 there is no trade off between reducing tower and shaft loads. This is because, as explained in Section III-A, the constraint on the power variations (4) increases the control effort needed in order to limit the rotor speed variations. Because of the high bound on the allowed rotor speed variation at $v_{nom} = 9$ m/s, removing the power tracking requirement is enough to deactivate the rotor speed constraint. Then, since the generator torque has a relatively small effect on the tower motion, the optimal Policy 2 controller, denoted $K_2^3$, can be designed in two separate steps. First, a pitch control loop is designed to minimize the tower load. Second, a generator torque loop is designed to minimize the shaft load. The performance of $K_2^3$ together with a Policy 1 controller, denoted $K_1^3$, is presented in Table I.

Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 3, we see that both the

$^1$In general there are several pitch angle and rotor speed configurations that result in the same power production. The configuration used here is consistent with [26], [27].
load reductions and the power variation, $\|p\|$, needed to attain the reductions are larger at 9 m/s than at 15 m/s. This indicates that power coordination might be especially useful at low wind speeds.

**Remark 3:** The reason for the larger load reductions at 9 m/s compared to 15 m/s is that, at low wind speeds, the constraint (4) has a larger effect on the rotor speed. Therefore, removing this effect is especially beneficial at low wind speeds.

**IV. COORDINATION**

In Section III we showed that a WT can benefit in terms of tower and shaft loading by allowing larger fluctuations around its power set point. In this section, we demonstrate that when several WTs operate in a WPP, part of this benefit can be retained while jointly tracking a total power demand. The power coordination needed in order to achieve this is referred to as power tracking Policy 3. The controller in this policy is given by the solution to Problem 3 stated below.

**Problem 3 (Coordinated power tracking):** Consider $N$ WT plants $P_1, \ldots, P_N$. Given $\eta \in [0, 1]$, find stabilizing controllers

$$K_{3,i} : \begin{bmatrix} y_i \\ \vdots \\ y_N \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow u_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, N,$$

that satisfy (3) locally and minimize

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} (\eta \|m_{sh,i}\|^2 + (1 - \eta) \|f_{low,i}\|^2)$$

subject to the joint power constraint

$$\|\sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i\| \leq \bar{p}\sqrt{N}.$$

The bound in (5) corresponds to the joint power variation of $N$ WTs operating under Policy 1. Indeed, since the power fluctuations from such WTs are assumed to be uncorrelated (see Section II-C), we have

$$\|\sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i\|^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|p_i\|^2 = N\bar{p}^2.$$

Note that (loosely speaking), Problem 3 is a relaxation of Problem 1, and that Problem 2 is a relaxation of Problem 3. More specifically, let $J_{\text{Policy 1}}$ and $J_{\text{Policy 2}}$ denote the optimal cost in Problem 1 and Problem 2, respectively. Also let $J_{N,\text{Policy 3}}$ be the local cost for a WT in Problem 3. Then, provided that both the bounds on the constraints and $\eta$ in Problems 1 – 3 are identical, we have

$$J_{\text{Policy 2}} \leq J_{N,\text{Policy 3}} \leq J_{\text{Policy 1}}, \text{ for } N = 1, 2, \ldots$$

Moreover, it can be shown that as $N$ grows large, Policy 3 cost approaches Policy 2 cost. That is,

$$\lim_{N \rightarrow \infty} J_{N,\text{Policy 3}} = J_{\text{Policy 2}}.$$

In particular, this means that Problem 2 provides a tight upper bound on the improvement that can be obtained by coordinating power.

Next, we consider two WTs ($N = 2$), each operating at $v_{\text{nom}} = 9$ m/s with a nominal power production of $p_{\text{nom}} = 2$ MW. We set $\bar{\omega}_r = 115 \cdot 10^{-4}$, $\beta = 0.19$, $m_g = 200$ and $\bar{p} = 12 \cdot 10^3$, which is in accordance with the bounds used to design Policy 1 and Policy 2 controllers in Section III-B. The trade off between the two loads in Problem 3 is shown in Figure 6 (red dash-dotted). It shows that by coordinating the power of only two WTs it is possible to track a total power demand and retain a significant portion of the load reduction under Policy 2 at the same time.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

Dynamic power coordination (DPC) allows wind turbines (WTs) in a wind power plant to vary their individual power production as long as the sum of their production meets a total power demand. This paper provides insight into the
mechanisms that make DPC useful for reducing fatigue loads on the WT tower and on the low speed shaft.

We saw that a tight constraint on a WT’s power production restricts its generator torque behavior and leaves the pitch angle as the only control signal to regulate the rotor speed and the loads. Hence, a benefit of allowing the WT to vary its power is that this restriction is removed. Another benefit is that it helps to reduce rotor speed variations. This effect is especially important because the need to regulate the rotor speed variations causes trade off between reducing tower and shaft loads.

We compared the load reduction that could be obtained by allowing a WT to vary its power at two different nominal wind speeds. At 15 m/s, where the WT operated at rated rotor speed, there was a trade off between reducing tower and shaft loads. In this case, a reasonable range of trade offs could be attained at the expense of a moderate increase in power variation. At 9 m/s, where the WT operated below rated rotor speed, the situation was different. In this case, partially due to the relaxed requirements on the rotor speed control, there was no conflict between reducing tower and shaft loads. Also, the load reduction at 9 m/s was larger than at 15 m/s, but came at the expense of considerable power variations. This implies that DPC might be especially beneficial at low wind speeds.

Finally, we showed how power fluctuation at individual WTs may be compensated by coordination. In particular, we demonstrated that even coordination among two WTs may be enough to obtain substantial load reductions.
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